Best boot forward
Newsletter for East Lothian Council Conservation Volunteers

BBF / MIYE merger announced!

December 2018

All that remains is to wish everyone a very happy festive
season. Hopefully we will have some nice weather (not least
because I’m hoping that my Christmas lunch will be
sandwiches on the beach this year) but even if not, I’ve no
doubt many of you will be out and about enjoying the
wonderful outdoor spaces East Lothian has to offer
regardless. Here’s to a fresh air and wildlife-filled 2019!

EL Countryside Volunteer regular work parties:
New faces always welcome, but please get in touch with relevant ranger to check details
before coming for the first time.

Uplifting a metal bath near Morham © Andy
Stevenson

Aberlady – First Weds and middle Sunday of the month;
John; jharrison@eastlothian.gov.uk
Yellowcraig – First Thursday; occasional other days
Dave; dwild@eastlothian.gov.uk
Path Wardens team task; Middle Thursday
Duncan; dpriddle@eastlothian.gov.uk
North Berwick – one Tuesday per month (morning only)
Sam; sranscombe@eastlothian.gov.uk
Levenhall – Last Tuesday (morning)
Nick; naitken1@eastlothian.gov.uk
Dunbar – Last Wednesday
Tara; dcv@eastlothian.gov.uk

The ELCV AGM …
… will be held at 9am on 20th December at the Town House in Haddington. All
welcome to come along and hear about what’s been happening. For those with a fear
of AGMs, fear not! It should take less than 30 minutes.

Comments or ideas? Get in touch: kbaird@elothianmail.net

Winter Hare © Abbie M

As part of a general streamlining of media output from the Countryside Team, this is the last edition of
Best Boot Forward in its current form. From February 2019 we are to mingle with Mud in your Eye to
become a 6 x per year publication. Content will be similar - volunteer news and activity, random articles
on wildlife and the countryside, opportunities to get involved and a ‘fun’ quiz-type feature – and with
some professional input it will hopefully look fancier. It will be delivered to your inbox (if you wish), made
available through the usual social media platforms and on the ELCV website, and to start with at least,
probably be produced as a small print run. As for the name of this new publication? Wait and see (= I’m
awaiting inspiration). HUGE thank you to everyone who has contributed to and supported BBF. I can’t
quite believe it’s kept going every month for 3 years! Evidence perhaps of how much volunteer activity
there has been to share.

Volunteer activity

Barnsness Sheep volunteering to eat the grass
Too wet for
photos, but not for
North Berwick
volunteers who
braved torrential
rain to remove
Russian Vine from
Castle Hill
Thomas’ path
Aberlady vols picking litter

Pathwarden
Colin I’s haul

Tackling tree-tubes and hedges at Levenhall

Friends of Yellowcraig prepared to do battle with sctub and pirri-pirri

Volunteer activity

Sylvia writes: “Oberon gives John Hunt the once-over on his
way to check the water levels at North Berwick Law. John
said the ponies don't normally come anywhere near him
when he's on his own but he said that because I was there
and they know me they came over to see him which he
seemed pleased about.”

Volunteers get to grips with using Willow to
stabilise the banks of a burn near Garvald.

Aberlady Bay volunteers. Spot the man in charge.

A bad weather forecast meant that the Dunbar
Conservation Volunteers' buckthorn-bashing-and-Christmascookout event at Tyninghame was called off, so Rangers
Laura and Tara arranged coffee and cake (baked by Tara) at
the Dunbar Townhouse instead. A very enjoyable gettogether.

Path warden praise received!
Well done Alan 
“I read the article in the East Lothian
magazine about the excellent work of path
wardens. I wanted to particularly commend
the work of Alan Lauder as he is constantly
working on the path near Macmerry and
New Winton. He has added some lovely
features too offering a number of rest stops
to take in the countryside. If there are any
awards for individual path wardens I would
certainly want to nominate him.”

Start them young! A young path warden
learning the trade

A reminder of the impressive snow at the
beginning of March this year ©Sylvia B

Making Things!
Although “conservation” is often about controlling or getting rid of things that shouldn’t
be there, sometimes we also make or plant new things!

Making a B-Line
In November volunteers planted celandine and white anemone in Dean Woods
by Longniddry, as part of the charity Buglife's John Muir Pollinator Way Project.
This aims to create a corridor for pollinators from Dunbar to Helensburgh.
See https://www.buglife.org.uk/b-lines-hub/john-muir-pollinator-way.

Making a splash
Some new ponds have been
excavated in the marshy area to
the north of North Berwick Law
and are already proving popular
with the local wildlife! Thanks to
Sylvia for the photos

Path Warden’s November Team Task
Words and photos from Andy Stevenson’s report, available in full in the library at www.elcv.org.uk
The Path Warden Team Task for this month was a clearance at the bottle dump on the Morham Bank
Core Path 359 and to install a small bridge over the ditch on Core Path 358 also known as The Clarty
Path. A lot of work has been carried out on this path by the dedication and hard work from the Path
Warden Volunteers and The Countryside Ranger Service since October 2014.
The dump clearing Core Path 359
A good task with a lot done in such a short space of time. The result was that a lot of clearing was done
by members of the Path Warden Team and the Countryside Team. The rubbish collected was then
brought to the road side to be loaded into the vehicles to be taken away.

Volunteers litter picking the bottle dump Core Path 359 Photos taken by A.Stevenson

The small bridge over the ditch Core Path 358
The small bridge was constructed over the ditch allowing members of the public to proceed across
the ditch safely and to continue to go along the path enjoying their various recreational activities

Installation of the new bridge over the ditch ( NT 54582 - 70832 ) Photo taken by A.Stevenson

Bees go to church…
Earlier this year, some East Lothian Countryside Volunteers planted wildlife friendly plants in an area at
Spott Parish Church to encourage bumblebees and other insects to visit. They will manage the wild
flowers and record which bumblebees start to frequent the area.
This is a great opportunity for local people (and others) to learn about the plight of the bumblebee and do
something positive to help them out. To find out more or to help at Spott visit Spottchurch.org.uk or get in
touch at secretarybelhavenchurch@outlook.com. Perhaps start a similar venture in your own area in 2019?
Thanks to East Lothian Council Countryside staff and volunteers, Dunbar Garden Centre for donating
seeds and to Spott Church for helping make this happen.
And special mention to Mary-Clare, the volunteer behind all this, for getting the idea off the ground in the
first place!

Pallid Swift

Abbie Marland

The passage of November’s ex-Hurricane
Oscar introduced a strong southerly
airflow from the Mediterranean to
Britain. These winds brought with them
an influx of Swifts, with at least 30 and
possibly as many as 50 Pallid Swift
reported. Which could well explain the
amazing sight of a Swift swooping around
Aberlady High Street on the morning of
November 9th. Common Swifts normally
leave Scotland in late July/early August
after breeding, and head south to
Africa. Our bird had so many features of
the Pallid species, that this bird may be
added to the East Lothian list. Weren’t
we lucky to see it!

Wildlife about East Lothian
Claudia found this toad hiding underneath a pile
of fire logs at work. “I guess he was looking for a
place to hibernate but he couldn't stay there as
the logs are for sale! I've found him a safer place
underneath some corrugated iron sheets which
will not be moved over the winter where he will
be safe until next spring.”

Come the beginning of November the race was on (amongst a selective few
perhaps) to spot a “November butterfly”. In the end with very mild weather
the challenge proved not too tricky and the task then became finding the
“latest butterfly”. East Lothian did well and Abbie was still finding Red
Admirals on 24th Nov at a stretch of local ivy . More notable though were
some Small Coppers that were still in action at the beginning of November.
Quite possibly the latest Scottish record for this butterfly. © Abbie M

Above: Grey Herons waiting for something. “They
can often be seen congregating in this field near to
the pony paddock at North Berwick Law”. Below a
Grey Heron close up © Sylvia B

Bramblings can be abundant
at this time of year, often in
mixed flocks of finches ©
There are perhaps too many
Abbbie
pheasants in East Lothian, but they
are still smart birds. © Colin I

A beautiful Roe Deer in the evening light at Aberlady Bay reserve. ©Alan W

Selected 2018 Wildlife Highlights
Even with well-studied groups such as plants and butterflies, exciting new finds can and do turn up here in
East Lothian. Some species seem to reappear after long absences, others are joining a general northwards
movement, and of course strong winds can blow anything in! As volunteers out in the countryside we are
well placed to discover unusual things, although right place right time and a sprinkling of serendipity is
always helpful. Here are some 2018 highlights… what will 2019 bring?

BUTTERFLY: Green Hairstreak
Re-found this year at Hopes reservoir where,
despite some targeted searching, it hasn’t been
seen for 30 years. Not an easy butterfly to spot –
where else might it be? Look in June in patches of
Blaeberry, probably with pine trees nearby.

SLUG: Ashy-grey Slug
Europe’s largest slug (can reach 30cm in
parts of its range!). Likes ancient
woodland. Very few SE Scotland records
but then again, who is looking? One found
at Hopes Reservoir in November.

When is a thrush not a thrush?
Duncan Priddle
…when it’s a redwing. Or fieldfare. You could also make a claim for a ring ouzel too, but that’s
more of a blackbirdy thing.
What I’m getting around to is that now, here, is a great time to get views of the 4 species of
thrush that choose to reside here over the winter. They are all quite easy to tell apart, so long as
you have a half- decent view – especially of their underwings (armpits to you and me).
Of the 4, the song thrush is the species you’ll most easily bump into throughout the year. They are
early breeders, setting up stall in February with their incessant series of wildly different but
repetitive calls. They are mostly mid-brown in colour, with a spotted chest and orange
underwings. They can be heard and seen around all mixed woodland, urban parks and breed in
decent numbers here.
Their larger relation – the mistle thrush, is a more scattered breeder, requiring it seems a larger
territory, albeit liking the same sorts of habitat as the song thrush. Brown-grey in colour, with a
more extensively spotted breast, the mistle thrush’s underwings are white. This species can also
be seen travelling N (and S in autumn), in small groups – I’ve seen parties of 6-8 feeding on
parklands as they fuel up for their next leg.
Now onto fieldfares and redwings. Unlike their predecessors, neither breed here. Instead both
come from Scandinavia each autumn, in groups that can number several 100s. Both species love
our autumn berry crop and will strip haws off bushes and even take the sea buckthorn berries. So
Gullane Bents and the railway walks are good locations to go looking for them. Redwings are
called as their armpits are red – it looks as if the bird is carrying an injury at first sight. They also
have a distinct pale eye stripe. Fieldfares have white underwings, but are usually identified by
their mix of grey head and tail and brown wings. Both species, in hard winters, will come into
gardens, where apples are a particular favourite. Come the spring they’ll leave March – April.
I’ve skipped over calls as this is more of a tricky
thing to learn straight away. But in time these are
useful to learn, and quite easy to tell apart. This
link does better than I can in written words!
https://www.bto.org/about-birds/bird-id/knowyour-thrushes-song-and-mistle
Mistle
Thrush

Redwing

Song Thrush

Fieldfare

East Lothian Countryside Volunteers (ELCV) – a year (and a bit) on

East Lothian Countryside Volunteers officially became a charity a little over a year ago. The group of
trustees (which includes a representative from each of the main volunteer groups) has been meeting
regularly to take a number of projects forward. The two main projects currently in the pipeline are:
• Development of a “volunteer hub” at Aberlady Bay LNR. This will provide space for volunteers
undertaking conservation and survey work on the reserve to meet, chat, receive training, store kit
etc. Planning permission is almost sorted, the next stage will be to seek funding.
• Removing Invasive non-native species. Volunteers will support and help with the removal of
Giant Hogweed along the River Tyne. We have had huge support and guidance from local farmer
James Wyllie who has already successfully led a similar project along the Biel Water. Work on Giant
Hogweed will start in the Spring. Plans to tackle other invasive species along the river will
hopefully follow.
If you have ideas for projects on your own patch(es) the trustees would love to hear from you! Chat to
Duncan or a ranger or an ELCV trustee or email contact@elcv.org.uk.

Stay up to date!
Keep an eye on the ELCV website: www.elcv.org.uk This site also contains links to the individual volunteer
group’s websites so you can keep up to date with volunteering activities elsewhere.
Join the ELCV Facebook group to see and post photos and comment about volunteering activity.

An idyllic summery day by the banks of the river Tyne? Can you spot the problem?
ELCV’s Invasives control project next year aims to make the Tyne a Giant Hogweed-free zone.

Things to Do
Volunteer wanted!
Sustrans would like to start up a regular litter pick on National Cycle Network Route 1
at QMU in Musselburgh. They are looking for someone who might live locally and be
willing to help organise a monthly public litterpick there and, later down the line,
take on organisation of it. Support and all equipment will be provided.

Litter Picker?

Date for your diary!

QUIZ NIGHT!!
The volunteer quiz night will be on
9th February in Haddington.
Will your team beat all others to claim
the golden pick-axe?? Start genning up
now! More details in the New Year.

You gotta be in it to win it!

For those wanting a
break from juggling a
litter picker, green bag,
the wind, rain and the
rubbish, this handy
trolley is available for
volunteers to use. Get in
touch with Duncan to
give it a whirl!
dpriddle@eastlothian.gov.uk

Blame it on the Barnacles
Count and identify barnacles around Britain to indicate how climate change is
affecting our coastal species
Volunteers from Capturing our coast have been recording data on barnacle populations around the
UK. This data can be used as a measure to help determine the extent of climate change around
Britain. Volunteers are now needed to extract more data from photos of barnacles. This can be done
from the comfort of your own home - all you need is a computer and the internet.
https://www.zooniverse.org/projects/cocoast/blame-it-on-the-barnacles

New Year Plant Hunt
The BSBI New Year Plant Hunt will run from 29th December 2018 to 1st January 2019. It’s easy to
take part! Observations each year are helping BSBI build up a clearer picture of how our wild or
naturalised plants are responding to changes in weather patterns across Britain & Ireland.
Full details are available at http://bsbi.org/new-year-plant-hunt but to summarise:
1. Pick one day between 29th December 2018 and 1st January 2019.
2. Record wild and naturalised plants in flower (planted or garden flowers should not be included)
3. Record for up to 3 hours (you can “stop the clock” for tea-breaks and comfort stops).
4. Contribute as many different lists as you like from different areas as long as you don’t exceed
the 3 hour limit for each new list.
Your observations are helping to build up a clearer picture of which wild or naturalised plants are
in bloom at New Year across Britain & Ireland.

Who’s Whose Pets
They say that an owner looks like their pet… which animal(s) belongs (or belonged) to which Countryside
staff member?

Choose from: Laura, Nick M, Nick A, Duncan, Tara, Jen,

C

B

A

D
E

F
G

Answers: A: Laura B: Laura c: Tara D: Jen E: Nick M F: Duncan G: Nick A

The LAST page
Some quizzes, with some answers at the bottom of the page

Eye eye!
Any “idea” (eye – deer… geddit?)
what type of animal these eyes
belong to? Or even which species?

Where in EL?
1) A secret bunker somewhere in East Lothian.
Where? ©Liz C
2) Twelve East Lothian towns or villages are
hidden in this letter grid. Can you find them?
G
G
G
M
Q
A
Q
T
W
F
W
Z
S
H
Last month’s answers: Abbey Bridge and Abbey Mill, Haddington U
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Volunteer t-shirts
Thanks to everyone who responded to the T-shirt survey last month, and particular thanks to
Sarah Hannis for coming up with a design. Needless to say there was a range of response,
with the only consistent request that the colour be anything but sludgy green! The final
outcome is that we will provide a tabard-style garment which can be worn over clothes and
will advertise who we are in plain wording. However, anyone keen for volunteer-branded
clothing (t-shirt, fleece, gilet etc), then get in touch with Duncan. If there is sufficient
demand we could organise, though the cost would have to be met by the volunteer.
ANSWERS: Kestrel, Common Toad, Bullfinch, Feathered Thorn (moth), Zebra Spider, Field Grasshopper, Grey Heron
Bunker near Garvald: http://www.subbrit.org.uk/rsg/roc/db/989429337.html
BOLTON DUNBAR GARVALD GULLANE HADDINGTON HUMBIE ORMISTON SPOTT STENTON TRANENT WHITECRAIG YESTER

